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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
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dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.
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compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
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FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
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M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
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be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
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"M"|$&. Note that this
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in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
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we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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above, that these two quantities become critical at different
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a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.
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compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
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formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
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example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
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the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
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" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
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be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
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"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
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in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.
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surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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malized according to a generalized normalization condition!
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number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
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M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
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compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
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random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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"M"|$&. Note that this
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surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
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above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary
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conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
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M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
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Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
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forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
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and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
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they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
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dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary
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Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
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gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
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gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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QEC perspective & post selection problem 

• In volume-law phase, quantum dynamics effectively hides quantum information 
from measurements (emergent code) 

• In area-law/pure phase, measurements efficiently extract information about the 
state 

• Current experimental realizations limited to small systems (naively requires post-
selection, decoding problem possible for Clifford gates only) 

This talk: predict a simpler 
observable, global charge!  

Fundamentally limited  
by “charge-sharpening” 
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Let’s play some game! 
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X

Q
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1. Collect random local charge 
measurements for time t=O(L) and rate p.  

2. Guess global charge Q of the state 

3. Measure global charge in one shot, did 
Eve get it right?  

| 0i = |Q0i , |Q1i
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Fundamentally limited  

by “charge-sharpening” transition: Eve can 
only learn the charge above a threshold p#
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary
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of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
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we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
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all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
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Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
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compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
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gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary
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blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
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The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
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all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
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gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
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CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
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minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
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Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
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Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
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conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
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M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
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we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
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all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
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Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
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Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
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M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
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sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary
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Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
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M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
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represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
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gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "
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appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.

II. RANDOM QUANTUM CIRCUITS

We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.
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measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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approach relies on a replica trick which allows us to deal
with the intrinsic nonlinearities of projective measurements.
The area- to volume-law entanglement transition then corre-
sponds to an ordering transition in the statistical-mechanics
model. This naturally explains the emergence of conformal
invariance at the transition, and leads to universal scaling
forms for the entanglement entropy and mutual information.
In the limit of infinite on-site Hilbert space dimension d = !,
we find that the entanglement transition is in the percolation
universality class, and we compute the exact value of the
universal coefficient of the logarithm of subsystem size in
all nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1 from the exactly known
CFT, obtaining the value =1/6 for the entanglement of half of
the system and open boundary conditions. This is in contrast
to the value of the universal coefficient of the logarithm of
subsystem size of the zeroth Rényi entropy computed in the
same setting, as mentioned above, in Ref. [41] using the
minimal cut method, which was found [49] in that work to
be equal [44,50,51] to = ln 2 "

#
3/(2! ). [The latter quantity

is $ ln 2 " 0.27 $ 0.187.] The fact that these two universal,
exactly known numbers 1/6 and ln 2 "
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3/(2! ) are different

appears to indicate that, while in the limit of infinite on-site
Hilbert space dimension, the nth Rényi entropies for n ! 1
and the zeroth Rényi entropy S0 happen to become critical
at the same parameter value (probability of measurement),
they describe rather different and unrelated properties of
the system. (This is in line with the observation, mentioned
above, that these two quantities become critical at different
parameter values in the generic case of finite on-site Hilbert
space dimension.) The limit of an infinite on-site Hilbert space
dimension also allows us to identify the generic transition for
a finite on-site Hilbert space dimension as that generated by
a crossover from the percolation conformal field theory by a
single (renormalization group) relevant perturbation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In
Sec. II, we introduce the model of random unitary circuits
with random projective measurements, and explain how to
compute the entanglement entropy using a replica approach.
In Sec. III, we map the calculation of the entanglement
entropy onto a statistical-mechanics model, and discuss the
large d limit. Section IV describes the consequences of con-
formal invariance for scaling of various quantities for any d ,
while Sec. V addresses the d = ! limit in detail. Finally,
Sec. VI deals with the nature of the transition at finite d
and the close relation to the entanglement transition [32] in
random tensor networks [32,52,53], and Sec. VII contains
concluding remarks.
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We study the discrete-time dynamics of a 1D “qudit” chain.
That is, each site of this 1D qudit chain has a local Hilbert
space of dimension d . The discrete-time dynamics we focus
on is generated by the quantum circuit with a “brick-wall”
configuration shown in Fig. 1 that consists of random unitary
operators and generalized measurements. In Fig. 1, the 1D
qudit chain is along the x direction while the vertical direction
represents time (or discrete time steps). Each green block
represents an independently Haar-random two-site unitary

FIG. 1. Random unitary dynamics of a 1D qudit chain. The blue
circles represent one-site generalized measurements, while the green
blocks represent Haar-random two-site unitary gates that act on pairs
of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit chain.

gate that acts on a pair of neighboring sites in the 1D qudit
chain.

Each of the blue blocks represents a one-site generalized
measurement. Such generalized measurements can be most
conveniently described using the language of quantum chan-
nels [44,54], which we review in the following. In general,
a quantum channel is a completely positive trace-preserving
map, which can be described by a set M = {M"} of Kraus op-
erators M" (with " = 1, 2, . . .). The Kraus operators are nor-
malized according to a generalized normalization condition!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1 with w(M" ) a non-negative real

number for each Kraus operator M" % M, which is the weight
of realizing M" in the quantum channel. The left-hand side of
this normalization condition can be viewed as the weighted
sum of M†

"M"’s with non-negative weights w(M" ). In the
following, we will denote this weighted sum as EM"%M. For
example, we can rewrite the generalized normalization con-
dition as EM"%M M†

"M" =
!

M"%M w(M" )M†
"M" = 1. Given

the set M and the weights, the quantum channel is defined
as the map from any density matrix # to EM"%M M"#M†

" . In
fact, in the standard definition of the Kraus operators and their
normalization (see [54] for example), the weights w(M" ) are
all taken to be 1. Here, we have made a generalization to
nonunity weights and to the corresponding weighted sum for
the convenience of later discussion. Given the set M (and the
weights of the Kraus operators), the quantum channel can also
be understood as a “probabilistic evolution.” If one starts with
a pure quantum state |$&, for every Kraus operator M" % M,
the quantum channel evolves |$& to M" |$&

'M" |$&' with a probability
of w(M" )'M"|$&'2 = w(M" )($ |M†

"M"|$&. Note that this
probability is normalized due to the generalized normalization
condition of the Kraus operators. Since we only consider one-
site generalized measurements in the quantum circuit shown
in Fig. 1, we then restrict the Kraus operators in M to be
localized on the site where the corresponding blue block is
acting.

The quantum channel description of generalized mea-
surements can easily recover the standard projective mea-
surement. For example, the one-site projective measurement
with respect to a (orthonormal) set of basis vectors |i&
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FIG. 6. Statistical mechanics model. (a) The average of U = U⌦Q ⌦ U⇤⌦Q over Haar gates is non-zero if and only if the
conjugate (bra) replicas are permutations of the non-conjugate (ket) replicas. Hence we can conveniently write each leg in the
circuit as a set of Q copies of non-conjugate states combined with a permutation group element (see Eq. (A1)). In the large
d limit, the permutation group elements for in-going and out-going legs become locked together in a single permutation, and
the corresponding permutation group element � can be associated with a vertex (one per gate), while the charge states live on
links. The U(1) charges ↵, � are constrained by charge conservation. (b)The charge dynamics in each replica are given by an
e↵ective 6-vertex model with weights v, corresponding to a symmetric exclusion process constrained by the measurements and
entanglement cut. (c) Example of charge configuration.

qubits’ contribution to the entanglement entropy. This
first term also has an appealing physical interpretation as
the classical Rényi entropy of qubit configurations along
the minimal cut. This is a special feature of the d ! 1
limit. From now on, we will use S

T
n

to denote total en-
tropy of the qubits and qudits in (20) S

d
n

for the contri-
bution to the entropy from the qudit sector alone, and
Sn = S

T
n

� S
d
n

which is equal to the first term in (20).

While this expression can, in principle, be computed
using Monte Carlo sampling with no sign problem, for
the one dimensional systems considered here, we find it
more convenient to use a disordered transfer matrix to
evolve the initial state up to some time t. Specifically,
we fix m by randomly generating a percolation config-
uration, and use the vertex rules described in (18) to
evolve the system in time. At each broken link (mea-
sured qubit) encountered in the evolution, we choose the
outcome of the measurement (and hence the fixed value
of the charge degree of freedom on that link) with proba-
bility equal to the Born probability. This is equivalent to
a Monte Carlo sampling for the probability distribution
given by Z(m) in Eq. (19). Many samples are generated
and for each sample we calculate the probability distri-
bution {p�DW}. Any physical quantity is then calculated

as [O] =
PNs

i=1 O(m)

Ns
, where Ns is the number of samples

generated.

We remark that, in addition to the direct simulation of
the transfer matrix techniques we employ in this work, it
could also be interesting to investigate further the scal-
ing of the transition using tensor network techniques ap-
plied to the transfer matrix of the constrained 6-vertex
model [61].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM THE
STATISTICAL MECHANICS MODEL

In this section, we present numerical results for the
U(1) statistical mechanics of constrained symmetric ex-
clusion process described in the previous section, valid in
the d ! 1 limit. Unless otherwise stated, we focus on
the contribution of the qubit to entanglement, and ignore
the qudit contribution `DW ln d which is entirely given by
classical percolation physics. We first present late time
(t ⇠ L) entanglement data, and present evidence for the
existence of the charge-sharpening transition occurring
for p# = 0.315 ± 0.01 < pc = 1

2
. We also analyze the

time dependence of the Rényi entropies, and show that
they all grow linearly in time for any p > 0, in sharp
contrast with the p = 0 behavior.

A. Charge-sharpening transition

In the statistical model, the total entanglement en-
tropy of the subsystem A, S

T
n

, depends on the minimal
cut which undergoes a percolation transition at pc = 1

2
;

for p < pc, the length of the minimal cut scales with
LA while for p > pc the measurement locations percolate
and `DW becomes O(1). Clearly the total entanglement
entropy follows the area law for p > pc, and is extensive
(and dominated by the qudit contribution) for p < pc. As
discussed below (21), S

T
n

is given by the sum of two con-
tributions from the qudit and qubit sectors, respectively.
In what follows, we will focus on the qubit contribution
Sn = S

T
n

�S
d
n
, and argue that this quantity undergoes an

entanglement transition from volume law to area law for
p = p#. We will show that this entanglement transition
from the qubit sector coincides with a charge-sharpening
transition, which can also be diagnosed in a scalable way

17

is a basis of the qudit Hilbert space Cd, and ↵
i is the

computational basis for the qubit. The index i labels
replicas, and runs from 1 to Q. Using standard Haar cal-
culus and Weingarten formulas, we find that the action
of U on the above basis is non trivial after averaging if
and only if g

i⇤ = g
�(i) and ↵

i⇤ = ↵
�(i), where � 2 SQ

is a permutation. Therefore, we introduce a shorthand
notation for writing the relevant members of the basis as

(gi
↵

i; �) ⌘ |gi
↵

ii hg�(i)
↵

�(i)| . (A1)

More precisely, each unitary gate in the circuit is replaced
by a vertex associated with a pair (corresponding to in-
and out-going legs) of permutation “spins” �, �̄, each be-
longing to the permutation group SQ. In the d ! 1
limit, these spins become locked together in a single per-
mutation degree of freedom, �a, that we associate with
that vertex. Vertices from adjacent gates, i.e. those
which share an input/output qubit and qudits, are con-
nected by links in a way that will be explained below. In
the large d limit, the weight associated with a vertex in
the partition function is given by Va = 1/D

Q, where D

is the size of the block of the relevant symmetry sector.
We have D = d

2 if all incoming and outgoing charges are
the same, and D = 2d

2 otherwise, see eq. (3).
The results for U to leading orders are summarized

in Fig. 6; the sub-leading corrections are suppressed as
O(1/d

2) which we will ignore in rest of the paper. The

factor of
�↵i

1�i
1
�↵i

2�i
2
+�↵i

1�i
2
�↵i

2�i
1

2
in Fig. 6 enforces U(1)

charge conservation, and follows from the size of the dif-
ferent blocks in eq. (3). In fact, if we view charge 0 as
vacuum and charge 1 as a particle, then the dynamics of
the U(1) degree of freedom can be understood as a hard
core random walk these particles, known as the symmet-
ric exclusion process. Alternatively, it can be seen as a
special case of the 6-vertex model (see Fig. 6.b). Though
we have focused mainly on the case of U(1) symmetry
groups, our approach readily extends to other Abelian
groups. In Appendix B we provide a general derivation
for arbitrary Abelian symmetry groups.

1. Link weights

Combining Fig. 6 with the brick wall geometry of the
circuit leads to a model described on a square lattice as
shown in Fig. 11. Each vertex has an element from the
permutation group SQ and each link has Q copies of the
elements of the basis of the local Hilbert space. The ver-
tex weights Va are given by the rule described in Fig.
6.b. The link weight Wab has two kind of contributions:
1) due to the presence of domain wall (DW) in the per-
mutation group elements �a,b (DW constraint), 2) the
state at the link habi is being measured (measurement
constraint). We describe these constraints in detail in
the following.

1) DW constraint. We first consider a link joining two
vertices that we label “1” and “2”. If we integrate out

�a
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Vb

<latexit sha1_base64="xsPs7uGTWX+Rl15B9Hv06dVKu64=">AAAB6nicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiQ1abssunFZ0T6gDWUynbZDJ5MwMxFK6Ce4caGIW7/InX/j9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57woQzpR3nw8qtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjlopTSWiTxDyWnRArypmgTc00p51EUhyFnLbDydXcb99TqVgs7vQ0oUGER4INGcHaSLetftgvlhzbcb2qW0GGXPiOVzPEL3t+pYxc21mgBCs0+sX33iAmaUSFJhwr1XWdRAcZlpoRTmeFXqpogskEj2jXUIEjqoJsceoMnRllgIaxNCU0WqjfJzIcKTWNQtMZYT1Wv725+JfXTfWwFmRMJKmmgiwXDVOOdIzmf6MBk5RoPjUEE8nMrYiMscREm3QKJoSvT9H/pFW2Xc/2b7xS/XIVRx5O4BTOwYUq1OEaGtAEAiN4gCd4trj1aL1Yr8vWnLWaOYYfsN4+AX+ejfY=</latexit>

Wab

<latexit sha1_base64="9ynUk/BVqP/Dgj1Ps96GIESTu4U=">AAAB7XicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgKiQ1abssunFZwT6gDWUynbZjJ5kwMxFK6D+4caGIW//HnX/j9CGo6IELh3Pu5d57woQzpR3nw8qtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjlhKpJLRJBBeyE2JFOYtpUzPNaSeRFEchp+1wcjX32/dUKibiWz1NaBDhUcyGjGBtpFa7n+Fw1i+WHNtxvapbQYZc+I5XM8Qve36ljFzbWaAEKzT6xffeQJA0orEmHCvVdZ1EBxmWmhFOZ4VeqmiCyQSPaNfQGEdUBdni2hk6M8oADYU0FWu0UL9PZDhSahqFpjPCeqx+e3PxL6+b6mEtyFicpJrGZLlomHKkBZq/jgZMUqL51BBMJDO3IjLGEhNtAiqYEL4+Rf+TVtl2Pdu/8Ur1y1UceTiBUzgHF6pQh2toQBMI3MEDPMGzJaxH68V6XbbmrNXMMfyA9fYJ/5uPbg==</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

e

<latexit sha1_base64="gDXIxiCzBGS20ZDJtjedELQj+0A=">AAAB6HicdVDJSgNBEO2JW4xb1KOXxiB4GnqSiYm3oBePCZgFkhB6OjVJm56F7h4hDPkCLx4U8eonefNv7CyCij4oeLxXRVU9LxZcaUI+rMza+sbmVnY7t7O7t3+QPzxqqSiRDJosEpHseFSB4CE0NdcCOrEEGngC2t7keu6370EqHoW3ehpDP6CjkPucUW2kBgzyBWKXHHJ5UcLEdkuVYnVOyqRCii52bLJAAa1QH+Tfe8OIJQGEmgmqVNchse6nVGrOBMxyvURBTNmEjqBraEgDUP10cegMnxlliP1Imgo1XqjfJ1IaKDUNPNMZUD1Wv725+JfXTbRf7ac8jBMNIVsu8hOBdYTnX+Mhl8C0mBpCmeTmVszGVFKmTTY5E8LXp/h/0irajmuXG26hdrWKI4tO0Ck6Rw6qoBq6QXXURAwBekBP6Nm6sx6tF+t12ZqxVjPH6Aest08tJI00</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="BWwqZvDOV9sCxPYKhECE44ak13Y=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbqtZb0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbmmTXJCuU0j/hxYMiXv073vw3pu2CWn0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp736eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8epIrRBYh6rdog15UzShmGG03aiKBYhp61wdD3zWw9UaRbLOzNOaCDwQLKIEWys1O5qNhC45/WKJc+tXvqV8jnyXG+Ob+JnpAQZ6r3iR7cfk1RQaQjHWnd8LzHBBCvDCKfTQjfVNMFkhAe0Y6nEgupgMr93ik6s0kdRrGxJg+bqz4kJFlqPRWg7BTZDvezNxP+8TmqiajBhMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGaPY/6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYyMq2BD85Zf/kmbZ9Svu2W2lVLvK4sjDERzDKfhwATW4gTo0gACHR3iGF+feeXJenbdFa87JZg7hF5z3L/Ngj+w=</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="BWwqZvDOV9sCxPYKhECE44ak13Y=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbqtZb0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbmmTXJCuU0j/hxYMiXv073vw3pu2CWn0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp736eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8epIrRBYh6rdog15UzShmGG03aiKBYhp61wdD3zWw9UaRbLOzNOaCDwQLKIEWys1O5qNhC45/WKJc+tXvqV8jnyXG+Ob+JnpAQZ6r3iR7cfk1RQaQjHWnd8LzHBBCvDCKfTQjfVNMFkhAe0Y6nEgupgMr93ik6s0kdRrGxJg+bqz4kJFlqPRWg7BTZDvezNxP+8TmqiajBhMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGaPY/6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYyMq2BD85Zf/kmbZ9Svu2W2lVLvK4sjDERzDKfhwATW4gTo0gACHR3iGF+feeXJenbdFa87JZg7hF5z3L/Ngj+w=</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="BWwqZvDOV9sCxPYKhECE44ak13Y=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbqtZb0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbmmTXJCuU0j/hxYMiXv073vw3pu2CWn0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp736eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8epIrRBYh6rdog15UzShmGG03aiKBYhp61wdD3zWw9UaRbLOzNOaCDwQLKIEWys1O5qNhC45/WKJc+tXvqV8jnyXG+Ob+JnpAQZ6r3iR7cfk1RQaQjHWnd8LzHBBCvDCKfTQjfVNMFkhAe0Y6nEgupgMr93ik6s0kdRrGxJg+bqz4kJFlqPRWg7BTZDvezNxP+8TmqiajBhMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGaPY/6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYyMq2BD85Zf/kmbZ9Svu2W2lVLvK4sjDERzDKfhwATW4gTo0gACHR3iGF+feeXJenbdFa87JZg7hF5z3L/Ngj+w=</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="BWwqZvDOV9sCxPYKhECE44ak13Y=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbqtZb0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbmmTXJCuU0j/hxYMiXv073vw3pu2CWn0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp736eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8epIrRBYh6rdog15UzShmGG03aiKBYhp61wdD3zWw9UaRbLOzNOaCDwQLKIEWys1O5qNhC45/WKJc+tXvqV8jnyXG+Ob+JnpAQZ6r3iR7cfk1RQaQjHWnd8LzHBBCvDCKfTQjfVNMFkhAe0Y6nEgupgMr93ik6s0kdRrGxJg+bqz4kJFlqPRWg7BTZDvezNxP+8TmqiajBhMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGaPY/6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYyMq2BD85Zf/kmbZ9Svu2W2lVLvK4sjDERzDKfhwATW4gTo0gACHR3iGF+feeXJenbdFa87JZg7hF5z3L/Ngj+w=</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="BWwqZvDOV9sCxPYKhECE44ak13Y=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbqtZb0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbmmTXJCuU0j/hxYMiXv073vw3pu2CWn0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp736eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8epIrRBYh6rdog15UzShmGG03aiKBYhp61wdD3zWw9UaRbLOzNOaCDwQLKIEWys1O5qNhC45/WKJc+tXvqV8jnyXG+Ob+JnpAQZ6r3iR7cfk1RQaQjHWnd8LzHBBCvDCKfTQjfVNMFkhAe0Y6nEgupgMr93ik6s0kdRrGxJg+bqz4kJFlqPRWg7BTZDvezNxP+8TmqiajBhMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGaPY/6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYyMq2BD85Zf/kmbZ9Svu2W2lVLvK4sjDERzDKfhwATW4gTo0gACHR3iGF+feeXJenbdFa87JZg7hF5z3L/Ngj+w=</latexit>

�0

<latexit sha1_base64="BWwqZvDOV9sCxPYKhECE44ak13Y=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbB07JbqtZb0YvHCvYD2qVk02wbmmTXJCuU0j/hxYMiXv073vw3pu2CWn0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp736eRWVtfWN/Kbha3tnd294v5BU8epIrRBYh6rdog15UzShmGG03aiKBYhp61wdD3zWw9UaRbLOzNOaCDwQLKIEWys1O5qNhC45/WKJc+tXvqV8jnyXG+Ob+JnpAQZ6r3iR7cfk1RQaQjHWnd8LzHBBCvDCKfTQjfVNMFkhAe0Y6nEgupgMr93ik6s0kdRrGxJg+bqz4kJFlqPRWg7BTZDvezNxP+8TmqiajBhMkkNlWSxKEo5MjGaPY/6TFFi+NgSTBSztyIyxAoTYyMq2BD85Zf/kmbZ9Svu2W2lVLvK4sjDERzDKfhwATW4gTo0gACHR3iGF+feeXJenbdFa87JZg7hF5z3L/Ngj+w=</latexit>

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="Mb0RA00/VwLxKi1mXtNapuFzbSI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoseiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbesO9NmEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px3cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7w0SNP1qza27c5BV4hWkBgWa/eqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WullhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOfLTsmZVQYkSrR9Cslc/Z3IaWzMJA7tZExxZJa9mfif180wuglyodIMuWKLj6JMEkzI7HIyEJozlBNLKNPC7krYiGrK0PZTsSV4yyevktZF3busXz1c1hq3RR1lOIFTOAcPrqEB99AEHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L0ZJTZI7hD5zPH/QAjso=</latexit>

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="Mb0RA00/VwLxKi1mXtNapuFzbSI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoseiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbesO9NmEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px3cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7w0SNP1qza27c5BV4hWkBgWa/eqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WullhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOfLTsmZVQYkSrR9Cslc/Z3IaWzMJA7tZExxZJa9mfif180wuglyodIMuWKLj6JMEkzI7HIyEJozlBNLKNPC7krYiGrK0PZTsSV4yyevktZF3busXz1c1hq3RR1lOIFTOAcPrqEB99AEHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L0ZJTZI7hD5zPH/QAjso=</latexit>

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="Mb0RA00/VwLxKi1mXtNapuFzbSI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIoseiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbesO9NmEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px3cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7w0SNP1qza27c5BV4hWkBgWa/eqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WullhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOfLTsmZVQYkSrR9Cslc/Z3IaWzMJA7tZExxZJa9mfif180wuglyodIMuWKLj6JMEkzI7HIyEJozlBNLKNPC7krYiGrK0PZTsSV4yyevktZF3busXz1c1hq3RR1lOIFTOAcPrqEB99AEHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L0ZJTZI7hD5zPH/QAjso=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="T4HZzGtOqeS2T8A6NnJ5Pa0xjKU=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgNBEJyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKexKRI9BLx4jmAcmS5id9CZDZh/O9AaWJd/hxYMiXv0Yb/6Nk2QPmljQUFR1093lxVJotO1vq7C2vrG5Vdwu7ezu7R+UD49aOkoUhyaPZKQ6HtMgRQhNFCihEytggSeh7Y1vZ357AkqLKHzANAY3YMNQ+IIzNJL72M96EMSYasBpv1yxq/YcdJU4OamQHI1++as3iHgSQIhcMq27jh2jmzGFgkuYlnqJhpjxMRtC19CQBaDdbH70lJ4ZZUD9SJkKkc7V3xMZC7ROA890BgxHetmbif953QT9azcTYZwghHyxyE8kxYjOEqADoYCjTA1hXAlzK+UjphhHk1PJhOAsv7xKWhdVp1a9vK9V6jd5HEVyQk7JOXHIFamTO9IgTcLJE3kmr+TNmlgv1rv1sWgtWPnMMfkD6/MHcLSSjA==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="gB+gSdqokXuvBqb+1gx0Ftvaggc=">AAAB+nicbVDLTsMwEHTKq5RXCkcuFhUSpypBRXAscOFYJPoQbRQ5zra16jxkO6Aq5FO4cAAhrnwJN/4GN80BWkZaaTSz6/WOF3MmlWV9G6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fPrO53ZJQICm0a8Uj0PCKBsxDaiikOvVgACTwOXW9yPfO7DyAki8I7NY3BCcgoZENGidKSa1bv3XSQP5MK8DN8mblmzapbOfAysQtSQwVarvk18COaBBAqyomUfduKlZMSoRjlkFUGiYSY0AkZQV/TkAQgnTTfmeFjrfh4GAldocK5+nsiJYGU08DTnQFRY7nozcT/vH6ihhdOysI4URDS+aJhwrGK8CwH7DMBVPGpJoQKpv+K6ZgIQpVOq6JDsBdPXiad07rdqJ/dNmrNqyKOMjpER+gE2egcNdENaqE2ougRPaNX9GY8GS/Gu/Exby0ZxcwB+gPj8wdtEJQd</latexit>
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(b)

<latexit sha1_base64="zVpXaXYpCy/5Krr2sSqRENfT7FA=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXInoMevEY0TwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlh3Jw3iuW3Io7B1klXkZKkKHeK351+zFLI5SGCap1x3MT40+oMpwJnBa6qcaEshEdYMdSSSPU/mR+6pScWaVPwljZkobM1d8TExppPY4C2xlRM9TL3kz8z+ukJrz2J1wmqUHJFovCVBATk9nfpM8VMiPGllCmuL2VsCFVlBmbTsGG4C2/vEqaFxWvWrm8r5ZqN1kceTiBUyiDB1dQgzuoQwMYDOAZXuHNEc6L8+58LFpzTjZzDH/gfP4AjMiNUw==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="0u7bBHPDKBCJbAK7avM20Uz0++4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoMQL2FXInoMevEY0TwgWcLspDcZMju7zMwKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7gkRwbVz328mtrW9sbuW3Czu7e/sHxcOjpo5TxbDBYhGrdkA1Ci6xYbgR2E4U0igQ2ApGtzO/9YRK81g+mnGCfkQHkoecUWOlhzI77xVLbsWdg6wSLyMlyFDvFb+6/ZilEUrDBNW647mJ8SdUGc4ETgvdVGNC2YgOsGOppBFqfzI/dUrOrNInYaxsSUPm6u+JCY20HkeB7YyoGeplbyb+53VSE177Ey6T1KBki0VhKoiJyexv0ucKmRFjSyhT3N5K2JAqyoxNp2BD8JZfXiXNi4pXrVzeV0u1myyOPJzAKZTBgyuowR3UoQEMBvAMr/DmCOfFeXc+Fq05J5s5hj9wPn8Ajk2NVA==</latexit>

�0 = (12 . . . n)⌦k

<latexit sha1_base64="uCTrpCssigN8JP4/1DsRJnkqFb4=">AAACDHicbVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWIS6KTNlinUhFN24rGAf0Kklk6ZtaCYzJHeEMvQD3Pgrblwo4tYPcOffmLYDavVC4HDOuffmHj8SXINtf1pLyyura+uZjezm1vbObm5vv6HDWFFWp6EIVcsnmgkuWR04CNaKFCOBL1jTH11O9eYdU5qH8gbGEesEZCB5n1MChurm8p7mg4B0bXyOC04Je70QNJYnt4kXAg+YxqOJcdnFs7JbqbjYLtqz+gZOCvIorVo392HG0DhgEqggWrcdO4JOQhRwKtgk68WaRYSOyIC1DZTE7Okks2Mm+NgwPdwPlXkS8Iz92ZGQQOtx4BtnQGCoF7Up+Z/WjqFf6SRcRjEwSeeL+rHAEOJpMrjHFaMgxgYQqrj5K6ZDoggFk1/WhOAsnvwXNEpFxy2Wr9189SKNI4MO0REqIAedoiq6QjVURxTdo0f0jF6sB+vJerXe5tYlK+05QL/Kev8CXNSZ9g==</latexit>

FIG. 11. Replicated statistical mechanics model. (a)
The replicated statistical model is defined on a tilted square
lattice, with permutation degrees of freedom �a 2 SQ living
on vertices, and charge degrees of freedom {↵i}i=1,...,Q. The
Boltzmann weights have contributions from both vertices Va,
see Eq. (A10), and links Wab, Eq. (A9). (b) Fixed boundary
conditions in Z; at the top layer (ending the circuit at a given
time t), with all permutations fixed to e. (c) The partition
function ZA di↵ers from Z; by the boundary condition fixed
to �0 in the entanglement interval A. This creates a domain
wall (DW) that follows a minimal cut in the limit d ! 1.

the qudit degrees of freedom, we find the following weight
for the links
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where C1...Cp is the cycle structure of the permutation
element �

�1

2
�1, p is the number of cycles in that per-

mutation, and �Ci is equal to 1 if all charge states of
the replicas within cycle Ci are the same, and otherwise
equal to 0. Note that we cannot sum over the charges ↵

i

as these depends on the states at neighboring links (see
Fig. 6).

Intuitively we can interpret the above result as follows.
Since the link is shared between vertices with di↵erent
permutations �1 and �2 then we must have the following

Permutation “spins” 
+ charges dof’s
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Step 3: Effective  
charge dynamics

Volume-law regime: 

• Average over circuits leads to 

permutation “spins”

• Gapped excitations

• Integrate out => effective field 

theory for charge DOF only

• Can do this analytically at large 

d, including replica-limit
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FIG. 6. Statistical mechanics model. (a) The average of U = U⌦Q ⌦ U⇤⌦Q over Haar gates is non-zero if and only if the
conjugate (bra) replicas are permutations of the non-conjugate (ket) replicas. Hence we can conveniently write each leg in the
circuit as a set of Q copies of non-conjugate states combined with a permutation group element (see Eq. (A1)). In the large
d limit, the permutation group elements for in-going and out-going legs become locked together in a single permutation, and
the corresponding permutation group element � can be associated with a vertex (one per gate), while the charge states live on
links. The U(1) charges ↵, � are constrained by charge conservation. (b)The charge dynamics in each replica are given by an
e↵ective 6-vertex model with weights v, corresponding to a symmetric exclusion process constrained by the measurements and
entanglement cut. (c) Example of charge configuration.

qubits’ contribution to the entanglement entropy. This
first term also has an appealing physical interpretation as
the classical Rényi entropy of qubit configurations along
the minimal cut. This is a special feature of the d ! 1
limit. From now on, we will use S

T
n

to denote total en-
tropy of the qubits and qudits in (20) S

d
n

for the contri-
bution to the entropy from the qudit sector alone, and
Sn = S

T
n

� S
d
n

which is equal to the first term in (20).

While this expression can, in principle, be computed
using Monte Carlo sampling with no sign problem, for
the one dimensional systems considered here, we find it
more convenient to use a disordered transfer matrix to
evolve the initial state up to some time t. Specifically,
we fix m by randomly generating a percolation config-
uration, and use the vertex rules described in (18) to
evolve the system in time. At each broken link (mea-
sured qubit) encountered in the evolution, we choose the
outcome of the measurement (and hence the fixed value
of the charge degree of freedom on that link) with proba-
bility equal to the Born probability. This is equivalent to
a Monte Carlo sampling for the probability distribution
given by Z(m) in Eq. (19). Many samples are generated
and for each sample we calculate the probability distri-
bution {p�DW}. Any physical quantity is then calculated

as [O] =
PNs

i=1 O(m)

Ns
, where Ns is the number of samples

generated.

We remark that, in addition to the direct simulation of
the transfer matrix techniques we employ in this work, it
could also be interesting to investigate further the scal-
ing of the transition using tensor network techniques ap-
plied to the transfer matrix of the constrained 6-vertex
model [61].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM THE
STATISTICAL MECHANICS MODEL

In this section, we present numerical results for the
U(1) statistical mechanics of constrained symmetric ex-
clusion process described in the previous section, valid in
the d ! 1 limit. Unless otherwise stated, we focus on
the contribution of the qubit to entanglement, and ignore
the qudit contribution `DW ln d which is entirely given by
classical percolation physics. We first present late time
(t ⇠ L) entanglement data, and present evidence for the
existence of the charge-sharpening transition occurring
for p# = 0.315 ± 0.01 < pc = 1

2
. We also analyze the

time dependence of the Rényi entropies, and show that
they all grow linearly in time for any p > 0, in sharp
contrast with the p = 0 behavior.

A. Charge-sharpening transition

In the statistical model, the total entanglement en-
tropy of the subsystem A, S

T
n

, depends on the minimal
cut which undergoes a percolation transition at pc = 1

2
;

for p < pc, the length of the minimal cut scales with
LA while for p > pc the measurement locations percolate
and `DW becomes O(1). Clearly the total entanglement
entropy follows the area law for p > pc, and is extensive
(and dominated by the qudit contribution) for p < pc. As
discussed below (21), S

T
n

is given by the sum of two con-
tributions from the qudit and qubit sectors, respectively.
In what follows, we will focus on the qubit contribution
Sn = S

T
n

�S
d
n
, and argue that this quantity undergoes an

entanglement transition from volume law to area law for
p = p#. We will show that this entanglement transition
from the qubit sector coincides with a charge-sharpening
transition, which can also be diagnosed in a scalable way
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FIG. 6. Statistical mechanics model. (a) The average of U = U⌦Q ⌦ U⇤⌦Q over Haar gates is non-zero if and only if the
conjugate (bra) replicas are permutations of the non-conjugate (ket) replicas. Hence we can conveniently write each leg in the
circuit as a set of Q copies of non-conjugate states combined with a permutation group element (see Eq. (A1)). In the large
d limit, the permutation group elements for in-going and out-going legs become locked together in a single permutation, and
the corresponding permutation group element � can be associated with a vertex (one per gate), while the charge states live on
links. The U(1) charges ↵, � are constrained by charge conservation. (b)The charge dynamics in each replica are given by an
e↵ective 6-vertex model with weights v, corresponding to a symmetric exclusion process constrained by the measurements and
entanglement cut. (c) Example of charge configuration.

qubits’ contribution to the entanglement entropy. This
first term also has an appealing physical interpretation as
the classical Rényi entropy of qubit configurations along
the minimal cut. This is a special feature of the d ! 1
limit. From now on, we will use S

T
n

to denote total en-
tropy of the qubits and qudits in (20) S

d
n

for the contri-
bution to the entropy from the qudit sector alone, and
Sn = S

T
n

� S
d
n

which is equal to the first term in (20).

While this expression can, in principle, be computed
using Monte Carlo sampling with no sign problem, for
the one dimensional systems considered here, we find it
more convenient to use a disordered transfer matrix to
evolve the initial state up to some time t. Specifically,
we fix m by randomly generating a percolation config-
uration, and use the vertex rules described in (18) to
evolve the system in time. At each broken link (mea-
sured qubit) encountered in the evolution, we choose the
outcome of the measurement (and hence the fixed value
of the charge degree of freedom on that link) with proba-
bility equal to the Born probability. This is equivalent to
a Monte Carlo sampling for the probability distribution
given by Z(m) in Eq. (19). Many samples are generated
and for each sample we calculate the probability distri-
bution {p�DW}. Any physical quantity is then calculated

as [O] =
PNs

i=1 O(m)

Ns
, where Ns is the number of samples

generated.

We remark that, in addition to the direct simulation of
the transfer matrix techniques we employ in this work, it
could also be interesting to investigate further the scal-
ing of the transition using tensor network techniques ap-
plied to the transfer matrix of the constrained 6-vertex
model [61].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM THE
STATISTICAL MECHANICS MODEL

In this section, we present numerical results for the
U(1) statistical mechanics of constrained symmetric ex-
clusion process described in the previous section, valid in
the d ! 1 limit. Unless otherwise stated, we focus on
the contribution of the qubit to entanglement, and ignore
the qudit contribution `DW ln d which is entirely given by
classical percolation physics. We first present late time
(t ⇠ L) entanglement data, and present evidence for the
existence of the charge-sharpening transition occurring
for p# = 0.315 ± 0.01 < pc = 1

2
. We also analyze the

time dependence of the Rényi entropies, and show that
they all grow linearly in time for any p > 0, in sharp
contrast with the p = 0 behavior.

A. Charge-sharpening transition

In the statistical model, the total entanglement en-
tropy of the subsystem A, S

T
n

, depends on the minimal
cut which undergoes a percolation transition at pc = 1

2
;

for p < pc, the length of the minimal cut scales with
LA while for p > pc the measurement locations percolate
and `DW becomes O(1). Clearly the total entanglement
entropy follows the area law for p > pc, and is extensive
(and dominated by the qudit contribution) for p < pc. As
discussed below (21), S

T
n

is given by the sum of two con-
tributions from the qudit and qubit sectors, respectively.
In what follows, we will focus on the qubit contribution
Sn = S

T
n

�S
d
n
, and argue that this quantity undergoes an

entanglement transition from volume law to area law for
p = p#. We will show that this entanglement transition
from the qubit sector coincides with a charge-sharpening
transition, which can also be diagnosed in a scalable way

(Disordered) 6-vertex model aka 
symmetric exclusion process
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FIG. 6. Statistical mechanics model. (a) The average of U = U⌦Q ⌦ U⇤⌦Q over Haar gates is non-zero if and only if the
conjugate (bra) replicas are permutations of the non-conjugate (ket) replicas. Hence we can conveniently write each leg in the
circuit as a set of Q copies of non-conjugate states combined with a permutation group element (see Eq. (A1)). In the large
d limit, the permutation group elements for in-going and out-going legs become locked together in a single permutation, and
the corresponding permutation group element � can be associated with a vertex (one per gate), while the charge states live on
links. The U(1) charges ↵, � are constrained by charge conservation. (b)The charge dynamics in each replica are given by an
e↵ective 6-vertex model with weights v, corresponding to a symmetric exclusion process constrained by the measurements and
entanglement cut. (c) Example of charge configuration.

qubits’ contribution to the entanglement entropy. This
first term also has an appealing physical interpretation as
the classical Rényi entropy of qubit configurations along
the minimal cut. This is a special feature of the d ! 1
limit. From now on, we will use S

T
n

to denote total en-
tropy of the qubits and qudits in (20) S

d
n

for the contri-
bution to the entropy from the qudit sector alone, and
Sn = S

T
n

� S
d
n

which is equal to the first term in (20).

While this expression can, in principle, be computed
using Monte Carlo sampling with no sign problem, for
the one dimensional systems considered here, we find it
more convenient to use a disordered transfer matrix to
evolve the initial state up to some time t. Specifically,
we fix m by randomly generating a percolation config-
uration, and use the vertex rules described in (18) to
evolve the system in time. At each broken link (mea-
sured qubit) encountered in the evolution, we choose the
outcome of the measurement (and hence the fixed value
of the charge degree of freedom on that link) with proba-
bility equal to the Born probability. This is equivalent to
a Monte Carlo sampling for the probability distribution
given by Z(m) in Eq. (19). Many samples are generated
and for each sample we calculate the probability distri-
bution {p�DW}. Any physical quantity is then calculated

as [O] =
PNs

i=1 O(m)

Ns
, where Ns is the number of samples

generated.

We remark that, in addition to the direct simulation of
the transfer matrix techniques we employ in this work, it
could also be interesting to investigate further the scal-
ing of the transition using tensor network techniques ap-
plied to the transfer matrix of the constrained 6-vertex
model [61].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM THE
STATISTICAL MECHANICS MODEL

In this section, we present numerical results for the
U(1) statistical mechanics of constrained symmetric ex-
clusion process described in the previous section, valid in
the d ! 1 limit. Unless otherwise stated, we focus on
the contribution of the qubit to entanglement, and ignore
the qudit contribution `DW ln d which is entirely given by
classical percolation physics. We first present late time
(t ⇠ L) entanglement data, and present evidence for the
existence of the charge-sharpening transition occurring
for p# = 0.315 ± 0.01 < pc = 1

2
. We also analyze the

time dependence of the Rényi entropies, and show that
they all grow linearly in time for any p > 0, in sharp
contrast with the p = 0 behavior.

A. Charge-sharpening transition

In the statistical model, the total entanglement en-
tropy of the subsystem A, S

T
n

, depends on the minimal
cut which undergoes a percolation transition at pc = 1

2
;

for p < pc, the length of the minimal cut scales with
LA while for p > pc the measurement locations percolate
and `DW becomes O(1). Clearly the total entanglement
entropy follows the area law for p > pc, and is extensive
(and dominated by the qudit contribution) for p < pc. As
discussed below (21), S

T
n

is given by the sum of two con-
tributions from the qudit and qubit sectors, respectively.
In what follows, we will focus on the qubit contribution
Sn = S

T
n

�S
d
n
, and argue that this quantity undergoes an

entanglement transition from volume law to area law for
p = p#. We will show that this entanglement transition
from the qubit sector coincides with a charge-sharpening
transition, which can also be diagnosed in a scalable way
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FIG. 6. Statistical mechanics model. (a) The average of U = U⌦Q ⌦ U⇤⌦Q over Haar gates is non-zero if and only if the
conjugate (bra) replicas are permutations of the non-conjugate (ket) replicas. Hence we can conveniently write each leg in the
circuit as a set of Q copies of non-conjugate states combined with a permutation group element (see Eq. (A1)). In the large
d limit, the permutation group elements for in-going and out-going legs become locked together in a single permutation, and
the corresponding permutation group element � can be associated with a vertex (one per gate), while the charge states live on
links. The U(1) charges ↵, � are constrained by charge conservation. (b)The charge dynamics in each replica are given by an
e↵ective 6-vertex model with weights v, corresponding to a symmetric exclusion process constrained by the measurements and
entanglement cut. (c) Example of charge configuration.

qubits’ contribution to the entanglement entropy. This
first term also has an appealing physical interpretation as
the classical Rényi entropy of qubit configurations along
the minimal cut. This is a special feature of the d ! 1
limit. From now on, we will use S

T
n

to denote total en-
tropy of the qubits and qudits in (20) S

d
n

for the contri-
bution to the entropy from the qudit sector alone, and
Sn = S

T
n

� S
d
n

which is equal to the first term in (20).

While this expression can, in principle, be computed
using Monte Carlo sampling with no sign problem, for
the one dimensional systems considered here, we find it
more convenient to use a disordered transfer matrix to
evolve the initial state up to some time t. Specifically,
we fix m by randomly generating a percolation config-
uration, and use the vertex rules described in (18) to
evolve the system in time. At each broken link (mea-
sured qubit) encountered in the evolution, we choose the
outcome of the measurement (and hence the fixed value
of the charge degree of freedom on that link) with proba-
bility equal to the Born probability. This is equivalent to
a Monte Carlo sampling for the probability distribution
given by Z(m) in Eq. (19). Many samples are generated
and for each sample we calculate the probability distri-
bution {p�DW}. Any physical quantity is then calculated

as [O] =
PNs

i=1 O(m)

Ns
, where Ns is the number of samples

generated.

We remark that, in addition to the direct simulation of
the transfer matrix techniques we employ in this work, it
could also be interesting to investigate further the scal-
ing of the transition using tensor network techniques ap-
plied to the transfer matrix of the constrained 6-vertex
model [61].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM THE
STATISTICAL MECHANICS MODEL

In this section, we present numerical results for the
U(1) statistical mechanics of constrained symmetric ex-
clusion process described in the previous section, valid in
the d ! 1 limit. Unless otherwise stated, we focus on
the contribution of the qubit to entanglement, and ignore
the qudit contribution `DW ln d which is entirely given by
classical percolation physics. We first present late time
(t ⇠ L) entanglement data, and present evidence for the
existence of the charge-sharpening transition occurring
for p# = 0.315 ± 0.01 < pc = 1

2
. We also analyze the

time dependence of the Rényi entropies, and show that
they all grow linearly in time for any p > 0, in sharp
contrast with the p = 0 behavior.

A. Charge-sharpening transition

In the statistical model, the total entanglement en-
tropy of the subsystem A, S

T
n

, depends on the minimal
cut which undergoes a percolation transition at pc = 1

2
;

for p < pc, the length of the minimal cut scales with
LA while for p > pc the measurement locations percolate
and `DW becomes O(1). Clearly the total entanglement
entropy follows the area law for p > pc, and is extensive
(and dominated by the qudit contribution) for p < pc. As
discussed below (21), S

T
n

is given by the sum of two con-
tributions from the qudit and qubit sectors, respectively.
In what follows, we will focus on the qubit contribution
Sn = S

T
n

�S
d
n
, and argue that this quantity undergoes an

entanglement transition from volume law to area law for
p = p#. We will show that this entanglement transition
from the qubit sector coincides with a charge-sharpening
transition, which can also be diagnosed in a scalable way

(Disordered) 6-vertex model aka 
symmetric exclusion process

Replicated disordered SEP 
problem: 

• Charge Fuzzy: Strong 
fluctuations between replicas 

• Charge Sharp: inter-replica 
charge fluctuations pinned to 0  

Controlled theory: 
1/d corrections RG irrelevant! 
 



Replica stat mech model and effective field theory 

Step 4: Hamiltonian limit

Continuous time and weak        
measurements
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KT* transition 
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TEBD on stat-mech model is efficient, even though original model is in highly-entangled phase!
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FIG. 2. TEBD data – (a) Charge fluctuations Cz(x) = E [h�z
x�

z
0i � h�z

xih�z
0i], scaling as Cz(x) ⇠ x�↵ in the fuzzy phase.

Inset: charge variance of an interval of size x , Varq(x) =
P

0<i,j<x E
⇥
h�z

i �
z
j ic

⇤
, predicted to scale as ⇠ 8⇢s

⇡ log x. (b) Dual

string disorder parameter CW (x) = E
⇥
hW[0,x]i2

⇤
with W[0,x] =

Q
0<i<x �z

i , showing power-law decay CW (x) ⇠ x�2⇡⇢s in the
charge-fuzzy phase. (c) Continuously evolving superfluid density ⇢s as a function of p, extracted from the local charge variance
(blue) and the dual correlator CW (x) (orange). The dashed horizontal line indicates the critical threshold (⇢s)# = ⇡�1. For
p < p# ⇠ 0.2, the charge correlator Cz(x) decays with an exponent ↵ = 2 (green).

⇢s decreases monotonically with increasing measurement
strength, �, it is natural to expect that the charge-
sharpening transition in 1+1d is a Kosterlitz-Thouless
(KT)-type transition where vortex-proliferation destroys
the IRSF QLRO for p > p#, i.e. � > �#, resulting in
a “Mott insulating” phase. This picture will turn out to
be qualitatively correct, albeit with important quantita-
tive changes to the usual KT transition due to the replica
structure.

Charge-sharpening in 1+1d – To obtain a controlled
theory of the transition, we introduce vortex defects into
Eq. 4 by standard duality methods [72] to obtain modi-
fied “sine-Gordon” model:

Ldual =
1
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h�
@t#̄

�2
+ D2

�
@2
x
#̄
�2i

+

+
1

8⇡2⇢s
(⇧@µ#)2 � �

X

a 6=b

cos(#a � #b), (5)

where D ⇠ J , e�i#a inserts a (spacetime/instanton) vor-
tex, and # are related to the original fields by ⇢s@µ�a $
✏
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kept only the most relevant vortex terms. Note that the
minimal topological defects that can appear are actually
a bound states of a vortex and anti-vortex in di↵erent
replicas. Formally, this is because individual vortices,
which contribute vorticity to �̄, are linearly confined
by the di↵usive replica-average mode. Intuitively, this
simply reflects the absence of quantum fluctuations in
the Heisenberg ferromagnet ground-state that describes
replica-averages in the steady-state. An immediate con-
sequence of this vortex-“doubling” is that it halves the
critical superfluid sti↵ness compared to the ordinary KT
transition: (⇢s)# = ⇡�1 = 1

2 (⇢s)KT. We further note,
that in an ordinary superfluid, vortex condensation re-
quires commensuration between particle density and the
lattice, otherwise vortex instantons acquire non-trivial
Berry phases and are suppressed. Here, the density

conjugate to the composite vortex operators are inter-
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Observables and numerics – In 1+1d, the
fuzzy-phase/IRSF exhibits only quasi-long-range order
(QLRO), with algebraic decay of charge (�z ⇡ 1
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ically subleading terms. This behavior is consistent in
TEBD results for the discrete-time model Eq. 1 showing
an algebraic decay of E[h�z(x)�z(0)ic] with power-law fit
that is constant over an extended range 0 < p < p# ⇡ 0.2
(Fig. 2a,c).

A hallmark of KT-physics is that certain correla-
tors exhibit continuously evolving critical exponents in
the QLRO Goldstone-phase. Constraining ourselves
to charge-diagonal quantities that can be physically
probed in the original qubit language, a convenient
observable that displays this behavior are the string
operators: W[0,x] = e�i⇡
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where a is a non-universal UV cuto↵ (lattice spacing),
⇠ is a finite correlation length and . . . denote asymptot-
ically subleading terms. This behavior is consistent in
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an algebraic decay of E[h�z(x)�z(0)ic] with power-law fit
that is constant over an extended range 0 < p < p# ⇡ 0.2
(Fig. 2a,c).
A hallmark of KT-physics is that certain correla-
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The scaling dimension of WI decreases as ⇠ ��1/2, and
jumps (for L ! 1) discontinously to 0 in the charge-
sharp phase, achieving a minimum non-zero value of
�W = 1 at the sharpening transition.
The predicted power-law decay of charge- and string-

correlators are in excellent agreement with TEBD data
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(boundary) order parameter for vortex condensation:

CW (x) = E
⇥
hW[0,x]i2

⇤
⇡

(
|x|�2⇡⇢s p  p#
constant p > p#

. (7)

The scaling dimension of W decreases monotonically
with measurement rate � (as ⇠ ��1/2 for small �), and
jumps (for L ! 1) discontinously to 0 in the charge-
sharp phase (� > �#), achieving a minimum non-zero
value of �W = 1 at the sharpening transition (� = �#).

The predicted power-law decay of charge- and string-
correlators are in excellent agreement with TEBD data
(Fig. 2) for 0 < p  p# ⇡ 0.2. We note that, as is typi-
cal for two-parameter scaling KT-transitions, incorrectly
applying a single-parameter scaling analysis with finite
correlation-length exponent, ⌫ as in Ref. [56] dramat-
ically overestimates the critical measurement strength,
and misses the key physics of continuously evolving scal-
ing exponents in the charge-fuzzy phase.

Discussion – The agreement with unbiased numerics
gives strong support to the hypothesis that the contin-
uum field theory description captures the universality
class of charge sharpening in the discrete-time, strong-
measurement model. Importantly, the analytic replica
field theory approach can be applied in more complicated
scenarios where numerics becomes challenging. In the
supplemental material [72], we give a general argument
that the charge-sharpening transition occurs separately
from, and precedes the entanglement transition in any
spatial dimension D, and show that for U(1)-symmetry
is again described by (Q� 1) coupled XY-models for the
inter-replica modes. A new feature of D � 2 U(1)-MRCs
is that, since circuit-evolution time plays the role of tem-
perature in the stat-mech model, for p < p#, the system
exhibits a finite-time transition at critical time tc, where
the long-range correlations appear, although the charge
remains “fuzzy” until a time ⇠ LD. For D � 2 this
finite-time transition has the same critical properties as
a superfluid transition at nonzero temperature in D di-
mensions. This critical time diverges as tc ⇠ |p�p#|�z/⌫

with z = 1 and ⌫ = ⌫D+1. Evidence and arguments for
related finite-time complexity [67] and entanglement [73]
transitions in MRCs have previously been discussed ab-
sent symmetries, however, in the present case, the field
theory approach gives a controlled calculation of crit-
ical properties in generic Haar-random circuit models.
A second twist that arises in D � 2 is the emergence
of multiple classes of boundary-criticality governing the
steady-state behavior of MRCs: i) ordinary (bulk or-
ders before boundary), ii) extra-ordinary (boundary or-
ders before bulk), and iii) special (boundary transition

between ordinary and extraordinary), depending on the
relative bulk and boundary coupling strengths. Here,
the extra-ordinary to ordinary boundary transition can
be tuned by increasing the number of measurements in
the final few circuit layers compared to the bulk. The
properties of the extraordinary transition for the 2+1d
XY model were worked out only very recently [74], and
exhibits an unusual log-divergence of ⇢s upon approach-
ing the bulk phase transition with the QLRO surface. A
third new feature that arises in 2+1d and 3+1d when we
move away for mean charge density zero is a relevant cou-
pling between the charge di↵usion and the inter-replica
dynamics via the dependence of ⇢s on the local charge
density, which moves the sharpening transition to a new
universality class with quenched disorder and, presum-
ably, z > 1.

Finally, it is straightforward to generalize the field
theory approach to study charge-sharpening transitions
with discrete symmetries. Presumably the main di↵er-
ence from continuous symmetry will be that there are
no gapless Goldstone modes in the charge-fuzzy phase,
so that correlators are either long-range or exponen-
tial decaying. By way of standard duality transforma-
tions [56], this implies the existence of sharp symmetry-
breaking and topological-ordering/(de)confinement tran-
sitions within the volume law entangled regime whereas
only classical orders would be allowed in thermal equi-
librium. The prospect of a quantum-ordered phases in
volume-law entangled trajectories was discussed in var-
ious Cli↵ord models [52]. Our field-theory technique
not only places this discussion on firmer ground for
generic (Haar-random) MRC classes, but also enables
controlled calculation of symmetry-breaking and topo-
logical MIPTs. We expect that this statistical mechanics
field theory approach might also be useful for studying
more complicated transitions arising from the competi-
tion between non-commuting measurements. It would
also be highly desirable to obtain a controlled field-theory
description of the entanglement transition absent symme-
tries – though at present this appears a daunting chal-
lenge.
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FIG. 2. TEBD data – (a) Charge fluctuations Cz(x) = E [h�z
x�

z
0i � h�z

xih�z
0i], scaling as Cz(x) ⇠ x�↵ in the fuzzy phase.

Inset: charge variance of an interval of size x , Varq(x) =
P

0<i,j<x E
⇥
h�z

i �
z
j ic

⇤
, predicted to scale as ⇠ 8⇢s

⇡ log x. (b) Dual

string disorder parameter CW (x) = E
⇥
hW[0,x]i2

⇤
with W[0,x] =

Q
0<i<x �z

i , showing power-law decay CW (x) ⇠ x�2⇡⇢s in the
charge-fuzzy phase. (c) Continuously evolving superfluid density ⇢s as a function of p, extracted from the local charge variance
(blue) and the dual correlator CW (x) (orange). The dashed horizontal line indicates the critical threshold (⇢s)# = ⇡�1. For
p < p# ⇠ 0.2, the charge correlator Cz(x) decays with an exponent ↵ = 2 (green).

⇢s decreases monotonically with increasing measurement
strength, �, it is natural to expect that the charge-
sharpening transition in 1+1d is a Kosterlitz-Thouless
(KT)-type transition where vortex-proliferation destroys
the IRSF QLRO for p > p#, i.e. � > �#, resulting in
a “Mott insulating” phase. This picture will turn out to
be qualitatively correct, albeit with important quantita-
tive changes to the usual KT transition due to the replica
structure.

Charge-sharpening in 1+1d – To obtain a controlled
theory of the transition, we introduce vortex defects into
Eq. 4 by standard duality methods [72] to obtain modi-
fied “sine-Gordon” model:
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where D ⇠ J , e�i#a inserts a (spacetime/instanton) vor-
tex, and # are related to the original fields by ⇢s@µ�a $
✏
µ⌫

2⇡ @⌫#a, � ⇡ e�
p

J/� is the vortex fugacity, and we have
kept only the most relevant vortex terms. Note that the
minimal topological defects that can appear are actually
a bound states of a vortex and anti-vortex in di↵erent
replicas. Formally, this is because individual vortices,
which contribute vorticity to �̄, are linearly confined
by the di↵usive replica-average mode. Intuitively, this
simply reflects the absence of quantum fluctuations in
the Heisenberg ferromagnet ground-state that describes
replica-averages in the steady-state. An immediate con-
sequence of this vortex-“doubling” is that it halves the
critical superfluid sti↵ness compared to the ordinary KT
transition: (⇢s)# = ⇡�1 = 1

2 (⇢s)KT. We further note,
that in an ordinary superfluid, vortex condensation re-
quires commensuration between particle density and the
lattice, otherwise vortex instantons acquire non-trivial
Berry phases and are suppressed. Here, the density

conjugate to the composite vortex operators are inter-
replica density fluctuations, which has vanishing average
independent of the physical (replica-average) charge den-
sity. Consequently, in 1+1d, there is a single universality
class for charge-sharpening, in contrast to the ordinary
superfluid-Mott transition which arises only at integer
densities and exhibits di↵erent scalings in the presence
or absence of particle-hole symmetry.

Observables and numerics – In 1+1d, the
fuzzy-phase/IRSF exhibits only quasi-long-range order
(QLRO), with algebraic decay of charge (�z ⇡ 1

⇡
@x#)

correlators, Cz(x) = E [h�z(x)�z(0)i � h�z(x)ih�z(0)i],
which are negative at large distance in the steady state.
This changes to short-range correlations in the gapped
phase:
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+ . . . (6)

where a is a non-universal UV cuto↵ (lattice spacing), ⇠
is a finite correlation length and (. . . ) denote asymptot-
ically subleading terms. This behavior is consistent in
TEBD results for the discrete-time model Eq. 1 showing
an algebraic decay of E[h�z(x)�z(0)ic] with power-law fit
that is constant over an extended range 0 < p < p# ⇡ 0.2
(Fig. 2a,c).

A hallmark of KT-physics is that certain correla-
tors exhibit continuously evolving critical exponents in
the QLRO Goldstone-phase. Constraining ourselves
to charge-diagonal quantities that can be physically
probed in the original qubit language, a convenient
observable that displays this behavior are the string
operators: W[0,x] = e�i⇡
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R x
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(blue) and the dual correlator CW (x) (orange). The dashed horizontal line indicates the critical threshold (⇢s)# = ⇡�1. For
p < p# ⇠ 0.2, the charge correlator Cz(x) decays with an exponent ↵ = 2 (green).
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strength, �, it is natural to expect that the charge-
sharpening transition in 1+1d is a Kosterlitz-Thouless
(KT)-type transition where vortex-proliferation destroys
the IRSF QLRO for p > p#, i.e. � > �#, resulting in
a “Mott insulating” phase. This picture will turn out to
be qualitatively correct, albeit with important quantita-
tive changes to the usual KT transition due to the replica
structure.
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a bound states of a vortex and anti-vortex in di↵erent
replicas. Formally, this is because individual vortices,
which contribute vorticity to �̄, are linearly confined
by the di↵usive replica-average mode. Intuitively, this
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that in an ordinary superfluid, vortex condensation re-
quires commensuration between particle density and the
lattice, otherwise vortex instantons acquire non-trivial
Berry phases and are suppressed. Here, the density

conjugate to the composite vortex operators are inter-
replica density fluctuations, which has vanishing average
independent of the physical (replica-average) charge den-
sity. Consequently, in 1+1d, there is a single universality
class for charge-sharpening, in contrast to the ordinary
superfluid-Mott transition which arises only at integer
densities and exhibits di↵erent scalings in the presence
or absence of particle-hole symmetry.

Observables and numerics – In 1+1d, the
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TEBD results for the discrete-time model Eq. 1 showing
an algebraic decay of E[h�z(x)�z(0)ic] with power-law fit
that is constant over an extended range 0 < p < p# ⇡ 0.2
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Qubit numerics 

539 parameter space near the minimum such that !2 < 1.3!2min
540 [28]; see Fig. 5. A similar analysis can be performed for the
541 other Rényi entropies, and the resulting values of pc and "
542 are similar for all n ! 1 investigated; we find pc!
543 0.103"4#;0.12"2#;0.12"1# and "! 1.37"8#;1.47"3#;1.5"2#
544 for n ! 2; 5;", respectively.
545 At the critical point, the bipartite entanglement entropy
546 shows a logarithmic dependence on the system size and the
547 coefficient of the logarithmic divergence shows strong
548 Rényi index dependence [Fig. 2(c)]. This behavior can
549 be described by

Sn"pc; L# # #"n# lnL;

#"n# ! 0.65"1#
!
1$ 1

n

"
$ 0.04"1#: "9#

550551 Apart from the small offset, this Rényi index dependence
552 matches the result one expects for the ground state of a CFT
553 [4], #CFT"n# ! c

6 %1$ "1=n#&. The coefficients in Eq. (9)
554 clearly differ from those at the measurement-induced
555 transition without a conservation law [28].
556 As an alternative way of locating the entanglement
557 transition, we also study the “order parameter” [27]. In
558 order to have the ancilla couple to the system within a
559 particular global charge sector, we consider the qubits at
560 two adjacent sites i and i$ 1 to be in the entangled state
561 with an ancilla: j!0i ! "1=

###
2

p
#"j!"ij1i$ j"!ij0i#, where

562 the ancilla has orthogonal basis states j1i or j0i. We then
563 evolve the system in time t ! 2L without measurements in
564 order to create a state j!i!"1=

###
2

p
#"j$1ij1i$j$0ij0i#,

565 where j$0;1i are orthogonal and in the same charge sector.

566We then run the circuit with measurements for an additional
567time 2L and compute the von Neumann entropy of the
568ancilla, which we denote as S1;E (as it probes the entangle-
569ment transition).
570The results for the von Neumann entanglement
571entropy of the ancilla S1;E are shown in Fig. 2(b), and
572are consistent with I3;n data: From the scaling ansatz
573S1;E # fE""p $ pc#L1="#, where fE"x# is a universal scal-
574ing function, we obtain pc ! 0.110"3# and " ! 1.4"2# in
575good agreement with I3.
576Summarizing these results, the entanglement transition
577in U(1) symmetric circuits has a critical exponent " that is
578consistent with the value for Haar-random circuits with no
579symmetries, although the nonuniversal pc has drifted down
580from the Haar value pHaar

c % 0.17 (as one might expect since
581each gate cannot generate as much entanglement). At
582p ! pc we extract the dynamical exponent of the entan-
583glement transition using the scaling ansatz %S1;E&#
584gE"t=Lz#, which shows a good quality as seen in Fig. 4
585for z ! 1 and gE"x# some universal scaling function.
586Again, this result is consistent with the nonconserving
587case. While we have focused on Q ! L=2, we have
588checked that for the largest system sizes considered pc
589is only very weakly affected forQ ! L=2 $ 1 (not shown).

590B. Charge-sharpening transition

591We now turn to estimating p# in two ways: the charge
592variance of a state and the entropy of an ancilla entangled
593with two different number sectors.
594First, we compute the variance of the total charge
595[Eqs. (2) and (4)]. For a trajectory that lies in a

F2:1 FIG. 2. Entanglement transition in qubit chains. (a) Data and collapse of the tripartite mutual information I3;n!1 used to determine the
F2:2 critical point of the entanglement transition, pc ! 0.105"3#, and the correlation length exponent, " ! 1.32"6#. The error bars in pc and "
F2:3 are estimated using the region in parameter space near the minimum such that !2 < 1.3!2min [28]; see Fig. 5. (b) Data and collapse of the
F2:4 entanglement transition order parameter %S1;E& used as an alternative method to determine the critical point of the entanglement
F2:5 transition, pc ! 0.110"3#, and the correlation length exponent, " ! 1.42"16#. The critical point and the exponent for %S1;E& are estimated
F2:6 with a finite size scaling analysis as explained in Appendix D. (c) At the critical point, the bipartite entanglement entropy shows
F2:7 logarithmic scaling with the system size. The coefficient of the logarithm has strong Rényi index dependence that can be described by a
F2:8 functional form #"n# ! 0.65"1#%1$ "1=n#& $ 0.04"1#. The error bars in #"n# are obtained from the standard deviation of the fit
F2:9 parameters in #"n# # a%1$ "1=n#& $ b while the error in the data points themselves take into account the standard deviation of the fit

F2:10 parameters in Sn"pc; L# # #"n# lnL and the error in pc. This closely resembles the standard result for the ground state of a CFT, but has
F2:11 an offset slightly larger than zero. Error bars on the data points are obtained from the error on the mean by computing the standard
F2:12 deviation.
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566We then run the circuit with measurements for an additional
567time 2L and compute the von Neumann entropy of the
568ancilla, which we denote as S1;E (as it probes the entangle-
569ment transition).
570The results for the von Neumann entanglement
571entropy of the ancilla S1;E are shown in Fig. 2(b), and
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c % 0.17 (as one might expect since
581each gate cannot generate as much entanglement). At
582p ! pc we extract the dynamical exponent of the entan-
583glement transition using the scaling ansatz %S1;E&#
584gE"t=Lz#, which shows a good quality as seen in Fig. 4
585for z ! 1 and gE"x# some universal scaling function.
586Again, this result is consistent with the nonconserving
587case. While we have focused on Q ! L=2, we have
588checked that for the largest system sizes considered pc
589is only very weakly affected forQ ! L=2 $ 1 (not shown).

590B. Charge-sharpening transition

591We now turn to estimating p# in two ways: the charge
592variance of a state and the entropy of an ancilla entangled
593with two different number sectors.
594First, we compute the variance of the total charge
595[Eqs. (2) and (4)]. For a trajectory that lies in a

F2:1 FIG. 2. Entanglement transition in qubit chains. (a) Data and collapse of the tripartite mutual information I3;n!1 used to determine the
F2:2 critical point of the entanglement transition, pc ! 0.105"3#, and the correlation length exponent, " ! 1.32"6#. The error bars in pc and "
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F2:4 entanglement transition order parameter %S1;E& used as an alternative method to determine the critical point of the entanglement
F2:5 transition, pc ! 0.110"3#, and the correlation length exponent, " ! 1.42"16#. The critical point and the exponent for %S1;E& are estimated
F2:6 with a finite size scaling analysis as explained in Appendix D. (c) At the critical point, the bipartite entanglement entropy shows
F2:7 logarithmic scaling with the system size. The coefficient of the logarithm has strong Rényi index dependence that can be described by a
F2:8 functional form #"n# ! 0.65"1#%1$ "1=n#& $ 0.04"1#. The error bars in #"n# are obtained from the standard deviation of the fit
F2:9 parameters in #"n# # a%1$ "1=n#& $ b while the error in the data points themselves take into account the standard deviation of the fit

F2:10 parameters in Sn"pc; L# # #"n# lnL and the error in pc. This closely resembles the standard result for the ground state of a CFT, but has
F2:11 an offset slightly larger than zero. Error bars on the data points are obtained from the error on the mean by computing the standard
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596 well-defined charge sector, !Q2 ! 0, otherwise !Q2 ! 0.
597 Therefore, we start with a pure initial state that
598 is spread out over all of the different Q sectors,
599 j"0i !"L

i!1 "1=
!!!
2

p
#"j!ii $ j"ii#, and run the conserving

600 hybrid dynamics to late times to determine if the system
601 has sharpened into a single charge sector for some
602 measurement probability 0 # p# # pc, where pc $ 0.11
603 is the critical point of the entanglement transition. In
604 this situation, the critical point of the charge sector
605 transition can be determined by studying the probability,
606 P"!Q2 ! 0#. [Recall that !Q2 is a quantum uncertainty
607 that is a property of each trajectory; the probability
608 distribution P"!Q2# is over trajectories and circuits, where
609 each trajectory is weighted by its Born probability.]
610 For large systems, P"!Q2 ! 0# ! 0 when the system is
611 distributed over multiple sectors while P"!Q2 ! 0# ! 1
612 when the system has been constrained to a single sector. In
613 Fig. 3(a), the fraction N0 of trajectories having a variance
614 x ! !Q2 # s (with s ! 10%2) is shown for various system
615 sizes and measurement probabilities. The critical point
616 can be identified by the crossing near p ! 0.1. Performing
617 a finite size scaling analysis, we find the data for different
618 system sizes collapse onto a universal curve for the critical
619 point p# ! 0.094"3# and correlation length expo-
620 nent ## ! 2.0"3#.
621 Lastly, we consider an ancilla coupled to two different
622 charge sectors; in particular, we take j!i ! j"Qij0i$
623 j"Q%1ij1i where j"Qi represents states within the charge
624 sector Q (while j1i and j0i are states of the ancilla as
625 before). Since there is no unitary that mixes these sectors,
626 we can say definitively that the reduced density matrix has
627 the form

$anc !

 
jh"Q"t#j"Q"t#ij2 0

0 jh"Q%1"t#j"Q%1"t#ij2

!

: "10#

628629This formulation is convenient for the numerical algorithm
630we have developed that conserves charge since if the ancilla
631were just considered an extra qubit, j!i would be in the
632conserving sector M for L$ 1 qubits. Doing this, we
633compute the von Neumann entanglement entropy of the
634ancilla qubit that we denote as S1;Q, that is shown in
635Fig. 3(b). Based on the crossing in the data and the ansatz
636S1;Q & gQ""p % p##L1=###, we obtain p# ! 0.088"3# and
637## ! 2.2"2#, which matches the p# and ## found by
638P"!Q2 ! 0#. In addition, we extract the charge-sharpening
639transition from the probability that the ancilla has fully
640disentangled from the circuit by computing the fraction
641of trajectories Npure that have fully purified the ancilla
642[Fig. 3(c)]. From the crossing of Npure, we find a third
643consistent estimate of p# and ##. Thus, we have identified
644the charge-sharpening transition across all sectors of Q
645with the transition in S1;Q across Q ! L=2; L=2 % 1. The
646dynamical exponent of the charge-sharpening transition is
647also z ! 1, as %S1;Q& & gQ"t=L# at criticality (Fig. 4).
648The two critical points we have identified in this model at
649p# and pc are at least &3.5 error bars from each other,
650providing evidence that a charge-sharpening transition
651occurs before full purification. This is further exemplified
652by the estimated confidence intervals for the two transitions
653for the various probes we have considered as shown in
654Fig. 5. Moreover, the correlation length exponent for
655charge-sharpening quantities is distinct from that of the
656entanglement purification transition, further suggesting that

F3:1 FIG. 3. Charge-sharpening transition in qubit chains. (a) Data and collapse of N0, the fraction of trajectories with !Q2 < % used to
F3:2 determine the critical point of the charge-sharpening transition, p# ! 0.094"3#, and correlation length exponent, ## ! 2.0"3#. The value
F3:3 of % ! 10%2 and is chosen such that it maximizes the quality of collapse at t=L ! 4. The error bars in p# and ## are estimated using the
F3:4 region in parameter space near the minimum such that &2 < 1.3&2min [28]; see Fig. 5. (b) Data and collapse of the charge-sharpening
F3:5 transition order parameter %S1;Q& used as an alternative method to determine the critical point of the sharpening transition,
F3:6 p# ! 0.088"3#, and the correlation length exponent, ## ! 2.15"15#. (c) Data and collapse of the fraction of trajectories where the
F3:7 ancilla qubit is purifiedNpure at the charge-sharpening transition. The transition point p# ! 0.087"4# and the correlation length exponent
F3:8 ## ! 2.1"2# are consistent with the ancilla probe. The critical point and the exponent obtained from %S1;Q& and Npure are estimated with a
F3:9 finite size scaling analysis as explained in Appendix D. Error bars on the data points are obtained from the error on the mean by

F3:10 computing the standard deviation.
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614 x ! !Q2 # s (with s ! 10%2) is shown for various system
615 sizes and measurement probabilities. The critical point
616 can be identified by the crossing near p ! 0.1. Performing
617 a finite size scaling analysis, we find the data for different
618 system sizes collapse onto a universal curve for the critical
619 point p# ! 0.094"3# and correlation length expo-
620 nent ## ! 2.0"3#.
621 Lastly, we consider an ancilla coupled to two different
622 charge sectors; in particular, we take j!i ! j"Qij0i$
623 j"Q%1ij1i where j"Qi represents states within the charge
624 sector Q (while j1i and j0i are states of the ancilla as
625 before). Since there is no unitary that mixes these sectors,
626 we can say definitively that the reduced density matrix has
627 the form

$anc !

 
jh"Q"t#j"Q"t#ij2 0

0 jh"Q%1"t#j"Q%1"t#ij2

!

: "10#

628629This formulation is convenient for the numerical algorithm
630we have developed that conserves charge since if the ancilla
631were just considered an extra qubit, j!i would be in the
632conserving sector M for L$ 1 qubits. Doing this, we
633compute the von Neumann entanglement entropy of the
634ancilla qubit that we denote as S1;Q, that is shown in
635Fig. 3(b). Based on the crossing in the data and the ansatz
636S1;Q & gQ""p % p##L1=###, we obtain p# ! 0.088"3# and
637## ! 2.2"2#, which matches the p# and ## found by
638P"!Q2 ! 0#. In addition, we extract the charge-sharpening
639transition from the probability that the ancilla has fully
640disentangled from the circuit by computing the fraction
641of trajectories Npure that have fully purified the ancilla
642[Fig. 3(c)]. From the crossing of Npure, we find a third
643consistent estimate of p# and ##. Thus, we have identified
644the charge-sharpening transition across all sectors of Q
645with the transition in S1;Q across Q ! L=2; L=2 % 1. The
646dynamical exponent of the charge-sharpening transition is
647also z ! 1, as %S1;Q& & gQ"t=L# at criticality (Fig. 4).
648The two critical points we have identified in this model at
649p# and pc are at least &3.5 error bars from each other,
650providing evidence that a charge-sharpening transition
651occurs before full purification. This is further exemplified
652by the estimated confidence intervals for the two transitions
653for the various probes we have considered as shown in
654Fig. 5. Moreover, the correlation length exponent for
655charge-sharpening quantities is distinct from that of the
656entanglement purification transition, further suggesting that

F3:1 FIG. 3. Charge-sharpening transition in qubit chains. (a) Data and collapse of N0, the fraction of trajectories with !Q2 < % used to
F3:2 determine the critical point of the charge-sharpening transition, p# ! 0.094"3#, and correlation length exponent, ## ! 2.0"3#. The value
F3:3 of % ! 10%2 and is chosen such that it maximizes the quality of collapse at t=L ! 4. The error bars in p# and ## are estimated using the
F3:4 region in parameter space near the minimum such that &2 < 1.3&2min [28]; see Fig. 5. (b) Data and collapse of the charge-sharpening
F3:5 transition order parameter %S1;Q& used as an alternative method to determine the critical point of the sharpening transition,
F3:6 p# ! 0.088"3#, and the correlation length exponent, ## ! 2.15"15#. (c) Data and collapse of the fraction of trajectories where the
F3:7 ancilla qubit is purifiedNpure at the charge-sharpening transition. The transition point p# ! 0.087"4# and the correlation length exponent
F3:8 ## ! 2.1"2# are consistent with the ancilla probe. The critical point and the exponent obtained from %S1;Q& and Npure are estimated with a
F3:9 finite size scaling analysis as explained in Appendix D. Error bars on the data points are obtained from the error on the mean by

F3:10 computing the standard deviation.
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596 well-defined charge sector, !Q2 ! 0, otherwise !Q2 ! 0.
597 Therefore, we start with a pure initial state that
598 is spread out over all of the different Q sectors,
599 j"0i !"L

i!1 "1=
!!!
2

p
#"j!ii $ j"ii#, and run the conserving

600 hybrid dynamics to late times to determine if the system
601 has sharpened into a single charge sector for some
602 measurement probability 0 # p# # pc, where pc $ 0.11
603 is the critical point of the entanglement transition. In
604 this situation, the critical point of the charge sector
605 transition can be determined by studying the probability,
606 P"!Q2 ! 0#. [Recall that !Q2 is a quantum uncertainty
607 that is a property of each trajectory; the probability
608 distribution P"!Q2# is over trajectories and circuits, where
609 each trajectory is weighted by its Born probability.]
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611 distributed over multiple sectors while P"!Q2 ! 0# ! 1
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623 j"Q%1ij1i where j"Qi represents states within the charge
624 sector Q (while j1i and j0i are states of the ancilla as
625 before). Since there is no unitary that mixes these sectors,
626 we can say definitively that the reduced density matrix has
627 the form
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0 jh"Q%1"t#j"Q%1"t#ij2
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628629This formulation is convenient for the numerical algorithm
630we have developed that conserves charge since if the ancilla
631were just considered an extra qubit, j!i would be in the
632conserving sector M for L$ 1 qubits. Doing this, we
633compute the von Neumann entanglement entropy of the
634ancilla qubit that we denote as S1;Q, that is shown in
635Fig. 3(b). Based on the crossing in the data and the ansatz
636S1;Q & gQ""p % p##L1=###, we obtain p# ! 0.088"3# and
637## ! 2.2"2#, which matches the p# and ## found by
638P"!Q2 ! 0#. In addition, we extract the charge-sharpening
639transition from the probability that the ancilla has fully
640disentangled from the circuit by computing the fraction
641of trajectories Npure that have fully purified the ancilla
642[Fig. 3(c)]. From the crossing of Npure, we find a third
643consistent estimate of p# and ##. Thus, we have identified
644the charge-sharpening transition across all sectors of Q
645with the transition in S1;Q across Q ! L=2; L=2 % 1. The
646dynamical exponent of the charge-sharpening transition is
647also z ! 1, as %S1;Q& & gQ"t=L# at criticality (Fig. 4).
648The two critical points we have identified in this model at
649p# and pc are at least &3.5 error bars from each other,
650providing evidence that a charge-sharpening transition
651occurs before full purification. This is further exemplified
652by the estimated confidence intervals for the two transitions
653for the various probes we have considered as shown in
654Fig. 5. Moreover, the correlation length exponent for
655charge-sharpening quantities is distinct from that of the
656entanglement purification transition, further suggesting that

F3:1 FIG. 3. Charge-sharpening transition in qubit chains. (a) Data and collapse of N0, the fraction of trajectories with !Q2 < % used to
F3:2 determine the critical point of the charge-sharpening transition, p# ! 0.094"3#, and correlation length exponent, ## ! 2.0"3#. The value
F3:3 of % ! 10%2 and is chosen such that it maximizes the quality of collapse at t=L ! 4. The error bars in p# and ## are estimated using the
F3:4 region in parameter space near the minimum such that &2 < 1.3&2min [28]; see Fig. 5. (b) Data and collapse of the charge-sharpening
F3:5 transition order parameter %S1;Q& used as an alternative method to determine the critical point of the sharpening transition,
F3:6 p# ! 0.088"3#, and the correlation length exponent, ## ! 2.15"15#. (c) Data and collapse of the fraction of trajectories where the
F3:7 ancilla qubit is purifiedNpure at the charge-sharpening transition. The transition point p# ! 0.087"4# and the correlation length exponent
F3:8 ## ! 2.1"2# are consistent with the ancilla probe. The critical point and the exponent obtained from %S1;Q& and Npure are estimated with a
F3:9 finite size scaling analysis as explained in Appendix D. Error bars on the data points are obtained from the error on the mean by

F3:10 computing the standard deviation.
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657 these represent distinct critical points with different uni-
658 versality classes.
659 We note, however, that the close proximity of the
660 putative two transitions makes them challenging to cleanly
661 separate numerically in small-scale systems, and acknowl-
662 edge that this data could in principle be accounted for by
663 large, systematic finite size errors in the critical exponents

664that affected the charge and entanglement properties differ-
665ently [65]. In the following sections, we see that for the
666model with large-d qudits, the location of the two tran-
667sitions become clearly distinct.

668IV. STATISTICAL MECHANICS MODEL

669In this section, we show that in the d ! ! limit, the
670calculation of entanglement in monitored U(1) circuits can
671be mapped exactly onto a classical statistical model defined
672on a square lattice. In this limit, the contributions to the
673entanglement entropy from the qubit with conserving
674dynamics and the qudit decouple. The resulting qubit
675contribution can then be obtained from a constrained
676symmetric exclusion process.
677Our main goal is to compute averaged Rényi entropies
678!Sn". The Rényi entropies of a spatial subregion A for a
679fixed quantum trajectory are given by

Sn#A;m$ % "1
n " 1

!ln Tr#!#n
m Tn;A$ " ln Tr!#n

m "; #11$

680681where !m % j"m#t$ih"m#t$j, j"m#t$i % Kmj"0i is the
682state (“trajectory”) of the system after evolution by time
683t for a measurement historym, and Tn;A is a SWAP operator
684permuting the n copies of the input state in the entangle-
685ment region A:

Tn;A %
Y

i

js#i#1$s#i#2$…s#i#n$ihs1s2…snj;

#i %
!
identity % e i $ A

#12…n$ i % A;
#12$

686687where the index i runs over all physical sites, jsii are
688members of the on-site Hilbert space, #i is an element of the
689permutation group Sn, and #12…n$ denotes a cyclic
690permutation of the n copies of !. The key technical
691difficulty in this problem is to perform the average over
692gates, measurement locations, and outcomes, and to nor-
693malize the state after the projective measurements since
694entanglement is intrinsically nonlinear in the density
695matrix. To bypass this problem, we follow Refs. [19,20]
696(see also Refs. [66,67] in the context of random tensor
697networks) and introduce k replica copies of the system. The
698average Rényi entropy Sn is then written as

!Sn" % lim
k!0

"1
k#n " 1$

X

m

!ZA#m$ " Z&#m$"; #13$

699700where

ZA#m$ % EUfTr!#Kmj"0ih"0jK†
m$#nk&1T#k

n;A"g;

Z&#m$ % EUfTr!#Kmj"0ih"0jK†
m$#nk&1"g; #14$

701702with Tn;A defined in Eq. (12), and j"0i is the quantum state
703of the system at t % 0. As the notation suggests, ZA;& will

F4:1 FIG. 4. Dynamical exponent. Plot of the rescaled time depend-
F4:2 ence of the ancilla-circuit entanglement entropy for the
F4:3 entanglement transition at p % pc ' 0.11 (blue curve) and the
F4:4 charge-sharpening transition at p % p# ' 0.088 (red curve). The
F4:5 finite size collapse indicates a dynamical exponent z % 1 for both
F4:6 transitions.

F5:1 FIG. 5. Two transitions. Plot of the 68% confidence interval of
F5:2 the critical point p and the correlation length exponent $ for both
F5:3 the entanglement and charge transitions. The mutual information
F5:4 I3;1 (solid blue circle) and the ancilla probe (dashed blue circle)
F5:5 are for the entanglement transition, while the fraction of trajec-
F5:6 tories N0 (solid red circle) and the ancilla probe (dashed red
F5:7 circle) are for the charge-sharpening phase transition. The two
F5:8 transitions appear to be different with statistical significance,
F5:9 although we cannot exclude systematic finite size effects that

F5:10 would change this conclusion in the thermodynamic limit.
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Using Ancilla probe of Gullans & Huse ’19



Eavesdropping problem 

Transitions in the learnability of global charges from local measurements 

Can Eve predict global 
charge from local 
measurements? 

With unlimited resources, yes above the sharpening transition p > p#

<latexit sha1_base64="VltiLbCNC40CIkqJcjlPzLYKz7c=">AAAB73icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CS6Cp7IrLXqSohePFewHtEvJptk2NJuNSVYoS/+EFw+KePXvePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZF0rOtPG8b6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+PWjpJFaFNkvBEdUKsKWeCNg0znHakojgOOW2H49uZ336iSrNEPJiJpEGMh4JFjGBjpY68lv2s5077ZdereHOgVeLnxIUcjX75qzdISBpTYQjHWnd9T5ogw8owwum01Es1lZiM8ZB2LRU4pjrI5vdO0ZlVBihKlC1h0Fz9PZHhWOtJHNrOGJuRXvZm4n9eNzXRVZAxIVNDBVksilKOTIJmz6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2IhKNgR/+eVV0rqo+NVK7b7q1m/yOIpwAqdwDj5cQh3uoAFNIMDhGV7hzXl0Xpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB7nuj8Y=</latexit>

What about with less knowledge (no knowledge of the gates) and 
limited resources? 
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Eve

psuccessp#

Barratt, Agrawal, Potter, Gopalakrishnan, RV, 2206.12429



Eavesdropping problem 
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psuccessp#

Barratt, Agrawal, Potter, Gopalakrishnan, RV, 2206.12429

• Optimal classifier without knowledge of circuit: maximize 

p(Q|{m}) = EUp({m}|U,Q)P
Q0 EUp({m}|U,Q0)
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• Marginalized Born probabilities can be computed 
from disordered SEP problem 

• Can be computed efficiently using MPS / TEBD 
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FIG. 6. Statistical mechanics model. (a) The average of U = U⌦Q ⌦ U⇤⌦Q over Haar gates is non-zero if and only if the
conjugate (bra) replicas are permutations of the non-conjugate (ket) replicas. Hence we can conveniently write each leg in the
circuit as a set of Q copies of non-conjugate states combined with a permutation group element (see Eq. (A1)). In the large
d limit, the permutation group elements for in-going and out-going legs become locked together in a single permutation, and
the corresponding permutation group element � can be associated with a vertex (one per gate), while the charge states live on
links. The U(1) charges ↵, � are constrained by charge conservation. (b)The charge dynamics in each replica are given by an
e↵ective 6-vertex model with weights v, corresponding to a symmetric exclusion process constrained by the measurements and
entanglement cut. (c) Example of charge configuration.

qubits’ contribution to the entanglement entropy. This
first term also has an appealing physical interpretation as
the classical Rényi entropy of qubit configurations along
the minimal cut. This is a special feature of the d ! 1
limit. From now on, we will use S

T
n

to denote total en-
tropy of the qubits and qudits in (20) S

d
n

for the contri-
bution to the entropy from the qudit sector alone, and
Sn = S

T
n

� S
d
n

which is equal to the first term in (20).

While this expression can, in principle, be computed
using Monte Carlo sampling with no sign problem, for
the one dimensional systems considered here, we find it
more convenient to use a disordered transfer matrix to
evolve the initial state up to some time t. Specifically,
we fix m by randomly generating a percolation config-
uration, and use the vertex rules described in (18) to
evolve the system in time. At each broken link (mea-
sured qubit) encountered in the evolution, we choose the
outcome of the measurement (and hence the fixed value
of the charge degree of freedom on that link) with proba-
bility equal to the Born probability. This is equivalent to
a Monte Carlo sampling for the probability distribution
given by Z(m) in Eq. (19). Many samples are generated
and for each sample we calculate the probability distri-
bution {p�DW}. Any physical quantity is then calculated

as [O] =
PNs

i=1 O(m)

Ns
, where Ns is the number of samples

generated.

We remark that, in addition to the direct simulation of
the transfer matrix techniques we employ in this work, it
could also be interesting to investigate further the scal-
ing of the transition using tensor network techniques ap-
plied to the transfer matrix of the constrained 6-vertex
model [61].

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM THE
STATISTICAL MECHANICS MODEL

In this section, we present numerical results for the
U(1) statistical mechanics of constrained symmetric ex-
clusion process described in the previous section, valid in
the d ! 1 limit. Unless otherwise stated, we focus on
the contribution of the qubit to entanglement, and ignore
the qudit contribution `DW ln d which is entirely given by
classical percolation physics. We first present late time
(t ⇠ L) entanglement data, and present evidence for the
existence of the charge-sharpening transition occurring
for p# = 0.315 ± 0.01 < pc = 1

2
. We also analyze the

time dependence of the Rényi entropies, and show that
they all grow linearly in time for any p > 0, in sharp
contrast with the p = 0 behavior.

A. Charge-sharpening transition

In the statistical model, the total entanglement en-
tropy of the subsystem A, S

T
n

, depends on the minimal
cut which undergoes a percolation transition at pc = 1

2
;

for p < pc, the length of the minimal cut scales with
LA while for p > pc the measurement locations percolate
and `DW becomes O(1). Clearly the total entanglement
entropy follows the area law for p > pc, and is extensive
(and dominated by the qudit contribution) for p < pc. As
discussed below (21), S

T
n

is given by the sum of two con-
tributions from the qudit and qubit sectors, respectively.
In what follows, we will focus on the qubit contribution
Sn = S

T
n

�S
d
n
, and argue that this quantity undergoes an

entanglement transition from volume law to area law for
p = p#. We will show that this entanglement transition
from the qubit sector coincides with a charge-sharpening
transition, which can also be diagnosed in a scalable way

3

FIG. 2. Optimal classifier. a) Probability distribution of the ‘probability associated with the correct charge label’, Pcorr. Inset:
Weight in lower tail of distribution of Pcorr, ✏ = 0.4. The distribution changes through three distinct regimes: approximately
Gaussian for 0 < p < ptails ' 0.1, power-law for p = ptails, exponential for p > ptails. b) Accuracy of the classifier. Inset: The
Binder ratio shows a crossing at ptails ' 0.1. c) The mean entropy as an order parameter for the success transition, above
which Eve can systematically make accurate predictions in the thermodynamic limit. Inset: the Binder ratio has a crossing at
psuccess ' 0.2.

the probability vector from time t to t+1, given the con-
straints represented by the measurements. After time tf ,

we have a state |�(tf )) =
Qtf

t=1 T (~mt)|Q) representing
the uniform distribution over all charge trajectories that
are consistent with both the measurement outcomes and
the charge Q. The 1-norm of the state represents the
fraction of all possible trajectories of the charges in the
Haar-random circuit that are compatible with the con-
straints – and can be found by the dot product of the
probability vector with the (unnormalised) uniform dis-
tribution over all states |1) =

P
i |i),

P ({~m}|Q) = (1|

tfY

t=1

T (~mt)|Q). (3)

Eve can then use P (Q|{~m}) = P ({~m}|Q)/(P ({~m}|Q0)+
P ({~m}|Q1)) to determine which charge is more likely
given a set of measurement outcomes {~m}.

E�ciency. This probability can be found for a given
circuit realisation by explicitly evolving the state |Q)
using a full representation of the probability vector.
Naively, this algorithm scales as O(poly(2L)). We can
do better by noticing that the circuits and measurements
(since they are not determined by properties of the time
evolving state, but by the separate dynamics in the Haar
circuit) represent a set of predetermined linear opera-
tions applied to the initial state. Instead of applying
them to the (highly entangled) state |Q) , we can apply
them in reverse to the (weakly entangled) state |1) as

( (tf )| = (1|
Qtf

t=1 T (~mt). Because of the non-unitary of
the SEP dynamics, the entanglement growth generated
by the transfer matrix is significantly lower than that in
the Haar circuit, and so the system can be represented by
a Matrix Product State (MPS) with a bond dimension

that grows sublinearly in time. This allows simulation
of systems up to large sizes using MPS algorithms like
TEBD [62, 63].

The state |Q) cannot be e�ciently represented on a
classical computer, and so we cannot e�ciently compute
the dot-product in Eq. 3. We can however, e�ciently
sample from ( (tf )| (since it has a low bond dimension
MPS representation) to produce an estimate of P (Q).
We also note that this statistical mechanics problem has
positive Boltzmann weights, and could be simulated e�-
ciently using Monte Carlo methods.
Success transition. In order to probe the perfor-

mance of the classifier, we consider its performance on
N = 40, 000 random Haar measurement records. Half
the records are generated from initial state |Q0i = |L/2i,
i.e. the uniform distribution over bitstrings at half filling,
the other half from |Q1i = |L/2 � 1i.

The task assigned the classifier is determining which
state the record was generated from. Given the probabil-
ities P (Q1|{~m}), P (Q0|{~m}) from the stat. mech. model,
the classifier chooses the Q such that P (Q|{~m}) is max-
imal. The accuracy ↵ of this classifier as a function
of measurement rate and system size is presented in
Fig. 2b). The classifier gets better at solving the task
as the measurement probability increases, as expected.

To get a better sense of the distribution of the classi-
fier predictions across di↵erent measurement outcomes,
we define the ‘probability of correct label’ Pcorr as fol-
lows. Suppose the initial state has charge Q⇤ (unknown
to Eve). Eve begins with no information about the
charge, then updates her probabilities based on the ob-
served measurement outcomes. Her posterior probabil-
ity for the correct charge label Q⇤ is denoted Pcorr: i.e.,
Pcorr = P (Q⇤

|{~m}). Note that since Eve is told the value

p(Q|{m}) = EUp({m}|U,Q)P
Q0 EUp({m}|U,Q0)
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FIG. 2. Optimal classifier. a) Probability distribution of the ‘probability associated with the correct charge label’, pcorr. Inset:
Weight in lower tail of distribution of pcorr, ✏ = 0.4. The distribution changes through three distinct regimes: approximately
Gaussian for 0 < p < pacc ' 0.1, power-law for p = pacc, exponential for p > pacc. b) Accuracy of the classifier. Inset: The
Binder ratio shows a crossing at pacc ' 0.1. c) The mean entropy as an order parameter for the confidence transition, above
which Eve can systematically make accurate predictions in the thermodynamic limit. Inset: the Binder ratio has a crossing at
pconf ' 0.2.
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FIG. 3. Biased classifier. (a) The confidence transition
is lowered by including information about the hopping prob-
abilities in the classifier (biased model), while the accuracy
transition remains unchanged (b) The classifier accuracy is
improved by including information about the hopping proba-
bilities in the classifier.

Thouless-like [42]. In general, we have the constraint
p#  pconf , with p# ' 0.09 for qubit systems [41]: clas-
sifiers can only make systematic, exact predictions above
the sharpening transition.

Biased classifier. While the above classifier is op-
timal without additional knowledge about the circuit,
it can be improved if Eve has some information about
the underlying dynamics of the system (learning sce-
nario). Let us assume now that for each run of the ex-
periment, Eve receives the set of measurement outcomes
and locations {~m, ~x}, and the details of the unitary gates
{Uit}8i,tthat were applied to generate this measurement
record.

There is a trivial, optimal, exponentially classically
hard algorithm – the observer can run the circuit start-
ing from |Q0i, and |Q1i, measure the charge in the lo-
cations specified and count how many times the mea-
surement record ~m arises. We expect this algorithm to
succeed above the charge-sharpening transition [41]. A
more interesting task is to find an e�cient classical al-
gorithm that improves on the zero-knowledge classifier
above. Define the hopping amplitude of a unitary h(U) =
|h01| U |10i|

2. This has the properties h(U) = 1
2 , where

the overline indicates average over Haar, h(SWAP) = 1
and h(I) = 0. We can then modify the classifier above
using the disordered hopping probabilities:

Ti(t) =

0

BB@

1 0 0 0
0 pit 1 � pit 0
0 1 � pit pit 0
0 0 0 1

1

CCA (4)

and three classifiers – unbiased, with pit = 1
2 , biased, with

pit = 1 � h(Uit), and antibiased, with pit = h(Uit). The
unbiased model is the same as before, the biased model
has hopping amplitudes that match the Haar-random cir-
cuit, and the antibiased model has hopping amplitudes
that are opposite to the biased one. The performance
of the biased classifier are summarized in Fig. 3. As ex-
pected, the biased model improves the accuracy of the
classifier, although it does not change the location of the
accuracy transition. The biased model has a lower confi-
dence transition at pconf ' 0.15, closer to the fundamen-
tal sharpening bound p# ' 0.09 . Additional results on
the antibiased classifier are presented in the supplemental
material [61].
Discussion. When the measurement rate p is high

enough, the history of measurement outcomes su�ces
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FIG. 2. Optimal classifier. a) Probability distribution of the ‘probability associated with the correct charge label’, pcorr. Inset:
Weight in lower tail of distribution of pcorr, ✏ = 0.4. The distribution changes through three distinct regimes: approximately
Gaussian for 0 < p < pacc ' 0.1, power-law for p = pacc, exponential for p > pacc. b) Accuracy of the classifier. Inset: The
Binder ratio shows a crossing at pacc ' 0.1. c) The mean entropy as an order parameter for the confidence transition, above
which Eve can systematically make accurate predictions in the thermodynamic limit. Inset: the Binder ratio has a crossing at
pconf ' 0.2.
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FIG. 3. Biased classifier. (a) The confidence transition
is lowered by including information about the hopping prob-
abilities in the classifier (biased model), while the accuracy
transition remains unchanged (b) The classifier accuracy is
improved by including information about the hopping proba-
bilities in the classifier.

Thouless-like [42]. In general, we have the constraint
p#  pconf , with p# ' 0.09 for qubit systems [41]: clas-
sifiers can only make systematic, exact predictions above
the sharpening transition.

Biased classifier. While the above classifier is op-
timal without additional knowledge about the circuit,
it can be improved if Eve has some information about
the underlying dynamics of the system (learning sce-
nario). Let us assume now that for each run of the ex-
periment, Eve receives the set of measurement outcomes
and locations {~m, ~x}, and the details of the unitary gates
{Uit}8i,tthat were applied to generate this measurement
record.

There is a trivial, optimal, exponentially classically
hard algorithm – the observer can run the circuit start-
ing from |Q0i, and |Q1i, measure the charge in the lo-
cations specified and count how many times the mea-
surement record ~m arises. We expect this algorithm to
succeed above the charge-sharpening transition [41]. A
more interesting task is to find an e�cient classical al-
gorithm that improves on the zero-knowledge classifier
above. Define the hopping amplitude of a unitary h(U) =
|h01| U |10i|

2. This has the properties h(U) = 1
2 , where

the overline indicates average over Haar, h(SWAP) = 1
and h(I) = 0. We can then modify the classifier above
using the disordered hopping probabilities:

Ti(t) =

0

BB@

1 0 0 0
0 pit 1 � pit 0
0 1 � pit pit 0
0 0 0 1

1

CCA (4)

and three classifiers – unbiased, with pit = 1
2 , biased, with

pit = 1 � h(Uit), and antibiased, with pit = h(Uit). The
unbiased model is the same as before, the biased model
has hopping amplitudes that match the Haar-random cir-
cuit, and the antibiased model has hopping amplitudes
that are opposite to the biased one. The performance
of the biased classifier are summarized in Fig. 3. As ex-
pected, the biased model improves the accuracy of the
classifier, although it does not change the location of the
accuracy transition. The biased model has a lower confi-
dence transition at pconf ' 0.15, closer to the fundamen-
tal sharpening bound p# ' 0.09 . Additional results on
the antibiased classifier are presented in the supplemental
material [61].
Discussion. When the measurement rate p is high

enough, the history of measurement outcomes su�ces

• Optimal classifier/decoder: count charge random walks 
constrained by measurement outcomes. Determine probabilities  

• Eve can learn the charge with polynomial resources! (Can be 
solved efficiently with TEBD)

P (Qi|{m})
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• Optimal classifier without knowledge of circuit: maximize 

p(Q|{m}) = EUp({m}|U,Q)P
Q0 EUp({m}|U,Q0)
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• If Eve knows the circuit, we can do better while keeping a 
simple classical classifier:  

Use biased random walks 
using hopping probability: 

Unbiased  biased  



Conclusion

• New type of measurement-induced criticality 

• Transition in ability of measurements to reveal a conserved charge 
inside the scrambled, entangling phase! 

• Stat mech mappings allow for efficient TEBD + Effective Field 
theory approaches  

• Higher d? Efficient decoders in general case? Non-Abelian 
symmetries? Competing measurements? Experiments?  
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